Multiple sclerosis in Kashmir: Where we stand.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disabling neurological disorder commonly diagnosed in young adults. Its causes still remain inexplicable and presently it can only be managed by different drug treatments. There has been a remarkable shift in MS perspective across world. One of its peculiar attribute is unstable (changing) prevalence rate across different parts of the world. Earlier MS was believed to be less prevalent in India, however, there has been growing evidence suggesting its increasing prevalence which has changed its perspective from being less prevalent to more prevalent. There is a complete lack of data on the prevalence rate and epidemiological basis of MS in Kashmir Valley of India. By and large MS research in this region seems to be hampered due to lack of proper research infrastructure, absence of MS registry, inadequate funding and more importantly by absence of active local and foreign collaborations between scientists and clinicians. This review tries to raise some key issues encountered while conducting MS research in Kashmir and at the same time highlighting the measures to be adopted for carrying out a large scale molecular epidemiological study.